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When You're In Love
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REFRAIN

When you're in love, madly in love,
You're in a world for two,
You're building castles in the air,
Silver castles everywhere,
Each little sigh,
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Fallen Leaf
AN INDIAN LOVE SONG

Poem by
VIRGINIA K. LOGAN

REFRAIN

Thru the forest
Lone I'm roaming,
My heart's calling,
Very strict tempo and well marked
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Music by
FREDERIC KNIGHT LOGAN
Opus 101

Fallen Leaf,
With the dawning,
I am coming
To thy
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Moderato

Skies are blue since I first met you,
I don't care if the skies are gray,
When we are together,
And every thing's rosy,
And every thing's new,
What matters the day?
Every day there's a tear seems to
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golden ray,
just smil-ing right down my way,
say:
golden ray,
just smil-ing right down my way,
say:

disappear,
And on-ly be-cause you're near,
dear:
disappear,
And on-ly be-cause you're near,
dear:

CHORUS
You're the one, and only one, 'Cause
You're the one, and only one, 'Cause

(C7) (F) (Am) (Am) (F7) (C7) (Cm7) (C7) (C5)
you're the one for me,
you're the one for me,

(C7) (F) (Am) (Gm7) (Bb) (C7) (F)
makes life worth while,
makes life worth while,

(C7) (F) (Dm7)(F7) (C7)

You're the One For Me - 3
me.

I can tell the world, What bliss is

living in a world of hugs and kisses;

You're the one and only one, 'Cause you're the one for me.
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Along Miami Shore
With Piano Tune Uke

Chorus

Down beside the summer sea - Along Miami Shore, someone

waits alone for me - Along Miami Shore, Paradise I'll find among the
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